Name: Lauren Bishop
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle is all about keeping the earth clean and making
earth a better place. Reduce means use less, Reuse means to use again and Recycle
means to use old things and put them somewhere to be made into something else.
A way you could reduce something is by maybe taking shorter showers or
turning off the sink when you're not using it. A way you could Reuse is maybe
making an old shirt into a mask or maybe you could take an old cup and make it
into something. A way you could Recycle is by putting papers and bottles in the
recycling bin. Now that we realize what is happening to our earth many people have
started companies and businesses to help out our earth. Like some people have
taken plastic from the sea and are making it into bracelets and stuff.
Could you imagine it if we have electric powered submarines that detect
garbage and plastic and pick it up when it is full it will bring all the junk back up.
This submarine will be made out of old plastic garbage that people have littered.
People will take out the garbage and put it where it belongs, it will also separate the
recyclable stuff from the garbage so it is easier to clean. This machine will run on
an app on a computer by a company called “Sea the better future”. This company will
be all around the world so everyone will know about it. We will start off small with
small ads around town. Then after we get big we will have a small fundraiser to help
build the submarine. If a lot of people don't know about it, I will put more ads around
the United States. Then after we build that one submarine we will build more for all
around the world.
To wrap up my efforts to make the world a better place! I hope you enjoyed it!
Thank you for reading this! I am Lauren and I am in 5th grade and I go to Hermon
Dekalb central school. Thank you for taking your time to read this.
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